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Google Earth Pro 5IFVMUJNBUFSFTFBSDI QSFTFOUBUJPO BOEDPMMBCPSBUJPO tool for location-specific information



AT A GLANCE t&NQPXFSFNQMPZFFTXJUIGBTUBDDFTT to actionable location data t.JOJNJ[FUSBJOJOHEVFUPXJEFTQSFBE familiarity with Google Earth t3FEVDFTPGUXBSFPWFSIFBEXJUI built-in GIS data import tools t*OUFHSBUFMPDBUJPOCBTFEIJHI resolution prints or captivating movies into your marketing material Learn more: earth.google.com/pro Get started with Google Earth Pro: earth.google.com/pro/trial



Make it easy for your employees to view, understand, and make decisions about location-based information. Share information quickly with colleagues and clients with Google Earth as a backdrop, leveraging Google’s comprehensive mapping data. Reduce company software costs and save employee time with features designed specifically for business users. Google Earth Pro Product Summary Give your employees an intuitive program for viewing location-specific information. Google Earth Pro offers the most comprehensive set of publicly-available geospatial data, including high resolution imagery, 3D cityscapes, detailed road maps, panoramic imagery at street level, historical imagery, and rich points of interest such as natural features, weather patterns, and business locations. Google Earth Pro extends the power of Google Earth with additional capabilities designed specifically for business users. Print images in high resolution for use in your presentations, posters, and reports. Import geographic information system (GIS) data and create heat maps. Film custom tours using Googe Earth Pro’s Movie Maker feature, which allows you to show important location information to customers and co-workers without leaving the office. Key Features t 5SBOTGFSZPVSWJFXPOTDSFFOUP paper reports and large posters up to 11"x17" with High Resolution Printing. t 5BLFUIFHVFTTXPSLPVUPGBOBMZ[JOH the ground with Google Earth Pro Measuring Tools that measure area, radius, and length. t *NQPSUTQSFBETIFFUTPGBEESFTTFT and instantly see mapped points with Batch Geocoding. t *ODPSQPSBUFBOETUZMFHFPHSBQIJD information system data easily with the GIS Data Importer for richly styled and thematic overlays. t $SFBUFDVTUPN DPNQFMMJOHWJEFPT easily with the Movie Maker feature for use in marketing collateral and presentations. t (FUEFEJDBUFE(PPHMF&BSUI1SP Email Support in addition to an online help center.



Import GIS data, such as ESRI Shapefile, and MapInfo 5"#'JMFTJOUP(PPHMF&BSUI1SPBOEDSFBUFUIFNBUJD PWFSMBZTª5FSSB.FUSJDT



GOOGLE EARTH PRO



System Requirements Google Earth Pro runs on Windows, Mac, and Linux operating systems. For more information about system memory, disk space, and graphics drivers requirements, please visit: earth.google.com/support/go/systemreq FAQs Can I try Google Earth Pro? You can try out all the additional features of Google Earth Pro at no cost for seven days by visiting earth.google.com/pro/trial How does the imagery in Google Earth Pro compare to Google Earth? Google Earth Pro uses the same imagery as the free and Pro trial versions. However, Google Earth Pro lets you print these locations at high resolution (4800 vs. 1000 pixels). What support is available with Google Earth Pro? Google Earth Pro users have access to an extensive online help center and to email support. Does Google offer discounts for larger orders of Google Earth Pro? Yes, discounts are available for purchases of more than 10 licenses of Google Earth Pro. Please contact Google Earth Sales at 1-866-755-2582 (U.S.) or 1-650-253-6664 (international) for information. What are the licensing guidelines for Google Earth Pro? Each license is good for one person per computer at a time. We offer site-wide licenses for customers with 100 or more users.



Incorporate street level imagery into your presentations



ª$PQZSJHIU(PPHMFJTBUSBEFNBSLPG(PPHMF*OD"MMPUIFSDPNQBOZBOEQSPEVDUOBNFTNBZCFUSBEFNBSLTPGUIFSFTQFDUJWFDPNQBOJFT with which they are associated. DS84-0906
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Google Earth Pro






business users. Google Earth Pro Product Summary. Give your employees an intuitive program for viewing location-specific information. Google Earth Pro offers ... 
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EARTH AND EARTH RETAINING STRUCTURES.pdf 

1. a) Define effective stress. (2Ã—10=20). b) Write Coulomb's shear strength equation. c) Define critical voids ratio. d) Name the shear strength parameters.
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Google Earth 

There's history waiting to be discovered everywhere you turn in the streets of Paris â€“ and now you can visit these places right on your PC. Google Earth combines satellite imagery, maps and search to bring history and books alive in the City of Lig
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pro pro purchase program - Tufts Mountain Club 

24941 M's Integral Jacket. $149.00 $87.25. 24881 M's Integral Pants. $119.00 $69.50. 23665 M's L/S Fore Runner Shirt. $49.00 $28.75. 23770 M's L/S Gamut ...
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pro pro purchase program - Tufts Mountain Club 

$249.00 $145.75. 52145 M's Graphic Tech Fish Tee. $45.00 $26.25. 82100 M's Guidewater Pants. $79.00 $46.25. 82110 M's Guidewater Shorts. $69.00 $40.25.
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Earth Flight (Earth Girl, #3) by Janet Edwards.pdf 

Earth Flight (Earth Girl, #3) by Janet Edwards.pdf. Earth Flight (Earth Girl, #3) by Janet Edwards.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu. Page 1 of 1.
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the good earth introduction to earth science pdf 

the good earth introduction to earth science pdf. the good earth introduction to earth science pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu.
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Google Earth 

Students will look at slides 2-5 and identify the places from Google Earth as country, state, city or neighborhood. Go to slides 6-9 and drag the correct answer up to complete the phrase. â€¢ Delete slide 1. â€¢ Print as handout, 4 per page. Cut flap
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Virtual Alabama Earth 

The Geospatial Training and Application Center (GTAC) at the U.S. Space and .... working with the Google Earth team to develop tools that take situational ...
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heaven & earth 

He made the sun, the moon, the starts, darkness, and light. He made all .... God Made the Sun and the Moon .... He's got my brothers and my sisters in His hands,.
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